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Owing to the nature of this event...
… I mean the workshop...

 … you will be not surprised that this is a work in progress!

But I share my “laboratory notebooks” on the web.

The documents I use, namely
● primary sources (Porro's manuscripts and letters' 

references, list of his printed works) and
● secondary sources (list and excerpts from pertinent 

papers and monographs, links to websites)

 are organized and available, with original remarks, 

in the hypertext URANIA LIGUSTICA.
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From the homepage...
http://uranialigustica.altervista.org/

http://uranialigustica.altervista.org/
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… to the general index...
http://uranialigustica.altervista.org/index-indice.htm

http://uranialigustica.altervista.org/index-indice.htm
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… to the section of Francesco Porro
http://uranialigustica.altervista.org/porro/index.htm

http://uranialigustica.altervista.org/porro/index.htm
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Most interesting chapters are...

… the printed works' catalogue.

A list of 190 papers and 
monographs.

But a source (1936 – Porro died 
on 1937) acquaints with 300 
works!

Several writings does not concern 
original researches: he was a 
science popularizer and wrote 
many political articles too.
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Most interesting chapters are...

… the secondary sources' list.

A list of 106 papers and 
monographs.

For several ones, excerpts are 
yet available in:
● the list itself,
● specific files.

There are original remarks in 
some files.
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Most interesting chapters are...

… topical researches' list.

The most important astronomical 
work by Porro is the third 
reduction of the stellar catalogue 
of Giuseppe Piazzi (1746-1826).

It is unfinished.
Porro published right ascension 
tables, but Herman S. Davis 
(1868-1933) did not publish 
declination ones!
Here there is a list of 16 papers 
on this theme.
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Why is important Porro in Valencia?

His way from nationalism to fascism is exemplar.
● When he was 21 years old, he spoke at state funeral of 

Giuseppe Garibaldi (Caprera Isle, 1882) for University of 
Pavia's students.

● He asked to Victor Hugo his intercession with the 
Emperor Franz Joseph I for the life of Guglielmo 
Oberdan (Pavia, 1882).

● He was a leader of the political societies Trento e Trieste 
(1902), Associazione Nazionalista Italiana (1910?), Patto 
Nuovo (1918), and other ones.
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Why is important Porro in Valencia?

● He founded the Fasci di combattimento in Genoa two 
day after their foundation by Mussolini in Milan (1919).

● He sustained the irredentist enterprise by D'Annunzio 
(Fiume, 1919).

● He participated to the mobilitation for the Marcia su 
Roma (1922).

● He signed the Manifesto degli intellettuali fascisti 
(Bologna-Rome, 1925).

● He founded the Istituto ligure fascista di cultura, few 
months after the foundation of the national institute by 
Gentile (Rome, 1925). 
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But... beware!

POLITICS
● He was a colonialist, but with a real interest for 

geography and exploration.
● He was anti-bolshevik, but anti-german too.
● He thought that there were differences between races 

(in the sense of Lombroso), but he had several ebraic 
friends (e.g. Lombroso himself, Volterra).

SCIENCE
● He was an astronomer, but he knew the advances in 

astrophysics and, far better, the history of astronomy.  
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Some events of his life and career

● 1861: birth in Cremona.
● 1882: physics degree, University of Pavia.
● 1883: apprentice astronomer, Observatory of Milan.
● 1886: assistant astronomer, Observatory of Turin.
● 1887: lecturer of Astronomy, University of Turin.
● 1896: director of the Observatory of Turin.
● 1901: full professor of Astronomy, University of Genoa.
● 1906: director of the Observatory of La Plata (Argentina). 
● 1911: full professor of Astronomy, University of Genoa.
● 1937: death in Genoa.
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Much more events in...
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Scientific interests

CLASSICAL  ASTRONOMY
● Mars' surface (with Schiaparelli)
● Variable stars' visual photometry
● Comets' astrometry, photometry and morphology
● Solar and lunar eclipses
● Stellar astrometry and fundamental catalogues

History of astronomy... geodesy, geography, glaciology, 
hydrography, meteorology, sismology... and spiritism!
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Fascism, pure and applied sciences
An example of event to deepen

Porro had to reduce a very large amount of data with insidious 
casual and sistematic errors: astrometric observations 
obtained by Giuseppe Piazzi with a large Ramsden's 
altazimuth circle (Palermo, 1792-1814).

In 1914 he gained some resources from University of Genoa 
and bought an Egli computing machine for his assistant. It 
was not enough. So he recommended to his University to 
create a center for scientific computing: without success.

The first applied mathematics institute was founded in Naples 
by Mauro Picone (1927) and only in 1965 the Centro 
Nazionale Universitario di Calcolo Elettronico was founded 
in Pisa!
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Fascism and astronomy in Italy
Some more general questions

1. Did political ideas influence his scientific choices?

2. Was academic career facilitated by his precocious 
fascist faith?

3. Did researches profit by his political friendships?
We know that in 1931 only 1% of university professors did not 

swear allegiance to the fascist regime. Among those few, there 
was only one professor in mathematics, physics or astronomy: 
Vito Volterra (1860-1940). So we can put another question, 
more general than the preceding ones...

4. Which Italian astronomers might be really considered 
fascists in the following years?
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Some personal opinions

A closer examination of Porro's life and writings will be 
useful to answer those questions.

His weight in politics and science (at least in Italy) is 
more important than previously considered.

His neglegible fame depends on some factors.

I.  Porro did non established an astronomical or a 
computing school that reminded him.

II. After the second world war, there was in Italy a 
belated but strong development of astrophysics. 
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Last but not least...

Thanks to:
● Matteo Realdi, for information on the workshop;
● Pedro Ruiz-Castell, for accepting this contribution;
● Camilla Rotoli, Museo Galileo (Florence), for Porro's 

portrait;
● My wife Milena, for her patience.

And my apologies to all the participants: I cannot be with 
you in Valencia, but I'll answer by e-mail to your requests

< ri.balestrieri@omniway.sm  >

mailto:ri.balestrieri@omniway.sm

